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I. INTRODUCTION N RECENT YEARS digital filter design has been based
I to an increasing degree on state-space structures. Many design problems have a direct translation in terms of a description in the state space and as such are easily implemented and solved on a computer. For example, the problem of scaling is reduced to solving a set of linear equations, while the nonlinear effects due to quantization and overflow can be handled in a systematic way without any trade-offs. Optimal state-space structures can be computed which achieve the lowest possible quantization noise and yet are overflow stable for any overflow arithmetic as well as free from all zero-input limit cycles when magnitude truncation is used as a quantization characteristic [l] .
Whereas all digital filters have a state-space description, not all are state-space structures. The latter are distinguished by the fact that their implementation is a direct translation of the state equation. The elements of the state-transition matrix appear as multipliers, whle each state variable is represented by the output signal of a unit-delay element. Signal quantization and overflow correction are applied in principle at the double-precision summation node preceding each delay.
As for an analysis of overflow stability, an important class of state-space structures that was found to be stable Manuscript received January 18, 1988; revised Januarv 27, 1989 . This paper was recommended by Associate Editor Y.-C. Jenq:
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for a two's-complement overflow arithmetic is constituted by " minimum-norm'' filters [2] . These are characterized by the property that the state-transition matrix has a norm less than unity, denoted ( ( A ( / < 1, which simply means that the Euclidian norm of the state vector decreases with every state transition, or that the matrix I -A'A is positive definite (where I stands for the identity matrix and (.)' denotes transposition). The logical extension was to require positivity for the matrix D -A'DA, where D is any positive diagonal matrix. For second-order digital filters, t h s led to a condition for overflow stability involving only the elements of the matrix A [3].
In this paper this condition is relaxed by replacing the diagonal matrix D with an arbitrary positive definite matrix P . It will be demonstrated that for saturation arithmetic a relaxed condition for A is found that is satisfied by all scaled state-space structures of second order. From the requirement that the matrix P -A'PA be positive definite, a set of matrices P is derived that provides candidates for Lyapunov functions x'Px of the two state variables, given a state-transition matrix A . The parameters which characterize the matrix P are required to be chosen on the face of an ellipse in a parameter plane. The specific overflow arithmetic also constrains these parameters to a varying degree, since Lyapunov theory demands that the nonlinearity be energy reducing. The most constraining arithmetic in this respect is two's-complement (modulo-2) arithmetic; the least constraining is saturation arithmetic. These constraints will be indicated for various classes of overflow characteristics, yielding a set of allowable Lyapunov functions which is a subset of the above. The requirement that this set be nonempty provides a condition for overflow stability involving only the elements of the state-transition matrix for each class of overflow characteristics.
Initially only zero-input overflow stability is studied. This means that a digital filter "when left to itself" cannot sustain an overflow oscillation of any period, irrespective of the initial state of the filter. A conclusion can be drawn, however, with respect to the "forced response" stability [4] of a digital filter with a certain overflow arithmetic in 0098-4094/89/0800-l049$01 .OO 01989 IEEE relation to an otherwise identical filter with another overflow arithmetic. This conclusion will be stated explicitly for the various classes of overflow characteristics. A last preliminary is to be mentioned, one that is commonly adopted in most papers on overflow stability; viz., signal quantization is neglected in the presented analysis, In nearly all practical cases the nonlinear effects of overflow and quantization may be treated as mutually independent.
OUTLINE
A well-established condition for the zero-input overflow stability of second-order state-space filters states that the elements of the state-transition matrix A = [a,,] are required to satisfy [3]
T h s constraint is valid under the tacit assumption of linear stability, for which we demand
det(A) < 1 (4) i.e., the well-known stability triangle in a plane with axes tr(A) (trace of A ) and det(A) (determinant of A ) . When we write (2) in the alternative form
we see that t h s condition is automatically met if (1) and (3) are satisfied. As a result, we need not distinguish between two cases for the product a , ,~~~; within the As it should be, (6) is satisfied for both direct-form realizations, A = [ z i] (DF1) and A = [ f i] (DF2), for any value of the multipliers a = tr( A ) and b = -det ( A ) within the stability triangle. As with the origmal condition for overflow stability given by (1) and (2), condition (6) may be accompanied with an optional condition for the product a12a2,. To be specific, overflow stability with saturation is achieved with the condition a,,a,, 2 -m ( m + 1 -det ( A ) )
The distinction between two cases for u12u21 is optional, because if (7) holds then (6) is implied by the premise (3) of linear stability.
We note that the result of this test for overflow stability, as opposed to the original one, is affected by the proper scaling of the filter, since this will change a,, and (without changing their product). The following surprising result will be shown to hold (Section V).
Theorem 2: All properly scaled second-order state-space filters using saturation for overflow correction are zeroinput overflow stable.
As it turns out, Theorem 1 may be stated in more general terms to allow for alternative overflow arithmetics: a second-order state-space filter is zero-input overflow stable if
(8) stability triangle, stable overflow behavior is ensured by the condition lall -< 1 -det( A ) alone. Moreover, we note that the case of a nonnegative product u12u21 is technically less important, because it precludes the possibility of complex-conjugate poles, in whch case we have where s = 1 for saturation and slope-inversion arithmetic, s = 0 for zeroing, and s = -1 for modulo-2 arithmetic. In Section VI the set of classes 0" ( -1 < s < 1) of overflow characteristics is introduced, such that, e.g., 0' contains t r 2 ( A ) < 4 . d e t ( A ) or (u11-a22)2< -4.U,,'U2,.
( 5 )
If inequality (2) is satisfied, overflow stability is ensured for all overflow characteristics (saturation, zeroing, modulo-2, slope-inversion [5] ). We may expect the constraint on the state-transition matrix to be less restrictive when we require overflow stability for a saturation characteristic only. The second-order direct-form filter, for example, is known to exhibit overflow oscillations for certain pole locations when a modulo-2 overflow nonlinearity is used, whereas it is unconditionally stable using saturation [6]. In Section IV we will prove the following theorem, which provides a condition for overflow stability with saturation.
Theorem 1: Second-order state-space filters using saturation for overflow correction are zero-input overflow stable if the elements of the state matrix A = [a,,] are restricted by the condition lall-~221~2.min(la121,1a211)+l-det(A). (6) saturation arithmetic. The validity of the generalized condition (8) will then be demonstrated. Also, a digital filter that is zero-input overflow stable with respect to 0 ' 1 will be shown to be forced response stable with respect to 0 ' 2 for a class of input signals whose amplitudes do not exceed 
t
Together with the fact that a norm of x is a nonnegative function which is zero only if x is zero, these two requirements imply that the state will become asymptotically zero in a zero-input situation starting from any initial state
In the following, we take a positive definite matrix P for which (12) and (13) hold and a constant K which may assume any positive real value. The set of curves 11x11* = x'Px = K represents "concentric" ellipses in the xl, x, plane, which can be interpreted as curves of constant energy, since the quadratic form x'Px is nonnegative. With our choice of P t h s energy cannot increase with the linear state transition, so successive state points are located on ellipses with nonincreasing value of the constant K , as long as no overflow occurs. In the case of overflow, some point outside the unit square will be mapped to a point inside the unit square (or on its perimeter) by the overflow correction. For overflow stability we demand that the overflow nonlinearity reduce energy, or equivalently, be norm-decreasing. This will be the case if, for any K , the two arcs of the ellipse x'Px = K which are outside the unit square are mapped into the ellipse's interior by the overflow characteristic t(.). Now suppose, to guide our thoughts, that the set x'Px = K is oriented such that, with an increasing value of K , (xll is first to exceed unity. Then, for saturation, the set of ellipses shows the desired property if the points of extreme x2 value (where the derivative d x 2 / d x 1 is zero) lie inside the unit square as long as max( Ix21) < 1 and on its perimeter for max(lx,l) = 1., More specifically, the x1 coordinate corresponding to max( Ixzl) = 1 should satisfy lxll Q 1. Fig. 1 depicts the case in which this condition is met marginally, i.e., Jxll =1 when max( Ixzl) = 1. As a function of K , the points of extreme x, value lie on a straight line through the origin, given by
Likewise, lxll has its maximum on the line So finally, when we distinguish between the cases " a < P" (i.e., x, is first to "overflow") and " a > P" (i.e., x, is first to "overflow"), we arrive at the following condition for overflow stability with saturation:
Iyl<min(a,P).
Note that if a = P then the main axis of the ellipses has an inclination of 45" for y < 0 and of 135" for y > 0. In that case (17) is satisfied automatically, since we have y 2 < a/? on account of (11).
*Of course this condition must be formulated with respect to x1 if the geometry of the set _x'P_x = constant is such that x 2 is first to "overflow." Summarizing, given a matrix A which satisfies (3) and (4), we seek a matrix P which satisfies (11)- (13) and (17), or more accurately, we want to determine the set of matrices A for which such a matrix P exists. The next section presents the proof that for all matrices A that satisfy constraint (6) or (7), at least one Lyapunov function x'Px can be found.
Note that when we let
the set ~' P x = constant has a horizontal or vertical orientation. It is easily recognized that any overflow correction will be norm-decreasing. Indeed, as we will see, (18) leads to the original condition (2) for stability.
IV. THE SET OF LYAPUNOV FUNCTIONS AND PROOF
OF THEOREM 1 Lemma 1: Let A be a 2 x 2 matrix which satisfies conditions (3) and (4) for linear stability. Let P be positive definite; then (12) is implied by (13). The proof of this lemma is given in Appendix 1.
In the following we assume that the product u12u21 is n e g a t i~e .~ With that premise we will further examine condition (13), det( P -A'PA) >, 0, which is equivalent to a~( a 1 1 -
Note that by inserting y = 0 and letting det ( P ) = a,b = 1,4 we see that (19) yields ( a l l -a 2 2 ) 2 + ( a a 1 2
which is equivalent to (2) with the optimal choice of the matrix P as
We are free to choose a = 1 in (19). Furthermore, we take the sign of y as sign(y) =Sign [a,,(a,,-a,,) ] =Sign [-a,,(a,,-a,,>] . (22) This choice of sign(y) is dictated by the following argument. The left-hand side of inequality (19) is a concave quadratic function of the absolute difference lall -u2'1, for which we want to find an upper bound for overflow stability. This bound will be largest if the second term on the left-hand side of (19) (the linear term) is strictly negative, which will be the case with the choice of sign ( y ) as in (22). Finally, with the definitions 5 =/3, TJ = lyl, m = min()a12), la2,1), and M = max(la121, la2,l), we can rewrite (19) as Elall -a2,12 -2 q (~+ Em)lal1 -a2,1+477*mM ' (23) 'This assumption poses no real restriction, since overflow stability has 4The matrix P may always be multiplied by some positive scaling already been established for u12u2, 2 0 (cf. (1) min([,l), is met for at least one pair ([, T J ) if the matrix A is constrained by (6) or (7). The proof of this lemma is given in Appendix 11.
Having completed the proof of Theorem 1, let us study inequality (23) more closely. If the two parameters and TJ, which determine the symmetric 2 X 2 matrix P , satisfy (23) with inequality, then the square norm ~' P x is a Lyapunov function of the state variables if, in addition, the overflow nonlinearity causes this quadratic form to decrease. Incidentally, positivity of the matrix P demands that E > q2. Hence, the set of potential Lyapunov functions is given by the section of an ellipse in the [, TJ plane that is to the right of the parabola [ = T J~, The area of this ellipse shrinks with decreasing "distance from the stability triangle" of the parameters determining linear stability, i.e., tr ( A ) and det ( A ) . For det ( A ) + 1 the ellipse shrinks to a single point given by (cf. (24) 
Note also that all points on the face of the ellipse satisfy ( > 17' in the case of complex conjugate poles (cf. (5)); the ellipse and the parabola touch at (1720, qo) for coinciding real poles.
When we let >'& denote the Lyapunov function corresponding to (E, i j ) , then the following unique property 51n case lulzl < 1~~~1 .
we let 6 = a and / 3 =1 to arrive at (23).
holds, irrespective of the condition det ( A ) + 1 :
Note that ([, ;1) satisfies both (23) with inequality and [> ;1' , as long as condition (5) for complex poles is met.'
The interpretation of (27) 
where _b = (bl, b,)' describes how the input signal u ( k ) is linked to the state variables by the state equation
When we define the properly scaled filter as the filter for which the elements on the main diagonal of K are equal,' we can prove Theorem 2, which for convenience is repeated.
Proof: The state-transition matrix A' of the scaled filter is related to the matrix A of the unscaled filter as [l] ] (30) 01' a12/(K22&)
where K,, and K , , are the elements on the main diagonal of the matrix K, to be calculated using (28). We have
tion. This is the case if
A moderate amount of algebraic manipulation is needed to show that
(1 +det( A ) ) ' -tr2 ( A )
T h s expression is nonnegative on account of (3). Q.E.D.
VI. GENERALIZATION

Definition:
The class 0" of overflow characteristics is given by those characteristics f(.) that are bounded, so
If(x)l<l, and that satisfy
where s is a fixed parameter in the range -1 < s < 1.
Hence, OA contains all overflow characteristics that do not leave the hatched region in Fig. 2 . Note that 0' includes slope-inversion arithmetic and saturation, 0' includes zeroing, and 0-' features all characteristics for which I f ( x ) l < l ( 1x1 > l), including two's-complement.
What would happen if we were to use the overflow characteristic that is on the edge of the class O', i.e., f ( x ) = -x +2.sgn(x) for 1 < 1x1 G 3, instead of saturation? The answer to this question can be given simply by tahng another look at Fig. 1 . Instead of being mapped onto the perimeter of the unit square, the arcs of the ellipses that are outside the unit square are mirrored with respect to its perimeter. These mirrored parts are on the face of the corresponding ellipse (as can be checked easily) for any matrix P satisfying (17). As a result, the conditions for overflow stability formulated in Theorem 1 are valid for the whole class 0', whch contains saturation only as a special case. Also, Theorem 2 may be restated as follows.
Theorem 2':
All properly scaled second-order statespace filters are zero-input overflow stable with respect to the class 0' of overflow characteristics.
Finally, we may generalize Theorem 1 even further for a general class 0". respect to the class O5 of overflow characteristics is given Theorem If: A sufficient condition for the zero-input overflow stability of second-order state-space filters with
If satisfies condition (7), then the scaled filter is zeroinput overflow stable with saturation for overflow correc-:This implies strict positivity of the matrices P and k -A'PA.
K , , = K2, = S2. A large value of 6 means that scaling is conservative 'Again, we consider only the nontrivial case u I 2 u 2 , < 0. so (7) The proof of this primed theorem follows the same line of reasoning as the proof given in Section IV. Again, we consider the ellipse face (23) in combination with the restriction on the matrix P that is dictated by the overflow arithmetic. We take the overflow characteristic that is on the edge of Os, i.e.,
( 38) The borderline case for the geometry of the set of "concentric" ellipses x'P5 = constant" is depicted in Fig. 3 for the characteristic given by (38). Only the most critical ellipse of this set is drawn (the middle ellipse in the corresponding figure for saturation, cf. Fig. l) , where any increase of the constant would cause both states to overflow. The arcs outside the unit square are mirrored with respect to the lines lxil = (1 + s)/2 = t by the overflow "Again, we assume that this set is oriented such that JxlI is first to exceed unity with increasing value of the constant, i.e., a i 8. arithmetic. The images are on the face of the ellipse as is shown in Fig. 3 . From the requirement that the ellipse in Fig. 3 
It is zero-input overflow stable under the additional condition lal-b < 1 for modulo-2 arithmetic and la1 < 1 for zeroing. For saturation and slope-inversion arithmetic no additional condition is required.
VII. STABILITY OF THE FORCED RESPONSE
A digital filter is said to be forced response stable if it recovers from overflow in the presence of a nonzero input signal; i.e., after an overflow the forced response is re-gained asymptotically in time [4]." More specifically, t h s recovery may be described as follows.
The forced response x , ( k ) is defined as the particular solution of the linear state equation (29). Similarly, the response of the actual filter (with overflow correction f ) is given by
The deviation from the forced response d( we can introduce a limited forced response stability, where c = 0 corresponds to zero-input stability.
Theorem 3: A second-order state-space filter that is zero-input overflow stable with respect to the class 0"' of overflow characteristics is forced response stable with respect to Os* for a class of input signals whose amplitudes do not exceed (s, -s1)/(3 + sl).
The proof of this theorem is based on the notion that the worst case for the movement of the unit square in 
VIII. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY
A general analysis is presented that establishes a set of conditions for the overflow stability of second-order statespace structures. The well-known overflow arithmetics saturation, zeroing, and two's-complement represent three classes of overflow characteristics, for each of whch a stability condition is derived involving only the elements of the state-transition matrix. The zero-input stability condition for the class containing saturation is such that it is satisfied by all properly scaled second-order state-space filters. T h s result need not be restricted to state-space structures. It also holds more generally for all second-order digital filters if overflow at non-state-variable nodes is ruled out through the use of an extra bit for those nodes whose I , norms exceed that of the scaled state variables.
The analysis is based on determining the set of Lyapunov functions for a general second-order state-transition matrix. The bounds within which the elements of the state matrix are to be restricted are derived from the requirement that t h s set contain only one element. These bounds represent sufficient conditions for zero-input overflow stability. In Appendix 111 it is shown that these conditions are not strictly necessary.
As for the stability of the forced response, a digital filter that is zero-input overflow stable for one class of overflow characteristics is shown to be forced response stable (possibly in a limited sense) for a related class of characteristics.
APPENDIX I PROOF OF LEMMA 1 Since P is a positive definite and symmetric matrix, we may write P = T -T ' , where T -' = (rl t 2 ) is a nonsingular matrix, so l1 # hiz. Note that T is not unique. Substitution yields
P -A ' P A = T -~( I -S~S ) T -~
where I is the identity matrix and S = T -' A T i.e., S and A are linked by a similarity transformation. Note that det(S'S) =det2(A) <1.
Proof: Let det( P -A'PA) >, 0 then and "In this definition it is assumed that the state motion associated with the forced response, sp( k ) , ultimately does not leave the unit square, or less formally, that overflows are sufficiently far apart in time. This will be the case for any properly scaled filter.
If the state plane in Fig. 3 is understood to be the d , . d, plane.
From t r ( l -S'S) > det( I -S'S) 2 0 we conclude that I -S'S is positive (semi)definite.
APPENDIX 111
The conditions for overflow stability (laid down in the general Theorem 1') are sufficient but not necessary, owing to the following observations.
(ii) If I -S'S is positive (semi)definite, then tr( P -A'PA) > 0.
Proof: tr( P -A'PA) = !;(I -S'S)!, + _ti( I -S'S)!,. Let I -S'S be positive (semi)definite; then both terms to the right of the equal sign are nonnegative, But since f l # At, and I # S's, they are never simultaneously zero, so tr( P -(i) The adopted norm need not be required to be decreasing with respect to overflow correction, as long as a possible nonlinear increase of IIAx(J due to overflow correction is compensated by a foregoing, larger decrease of A'PA) > 0.
From (i) and (ii) we conclude that (13).
Distinguish between two regions: llxll as a result of the linear state transition.
Even if the combined operation f(h) shows an occasional increase of the chosen norm, this need not necessarily lead to instability. For a periodic overflow oscillation to exist, the norm llxll should come "full circle"; i.e., after one period it should assume its original value. where q3 = (q, + q 2 ) / 2 , lies on the face of the ellipse; for the matrix P to exist, we need only check whether q3 <1. We find
because ( a l 2 -a2,I2 < (l-det(A)), + 4 m M on account of (3), and ( M + rn)' Q (1 -det ( A ) ) 2 + 4mM in the region under consideration. So, with ( 5 ,~) = (1, q3), P exists without any further constraint on A .
1 -det(A) < M -m . All points on the above ellipse satisfy 2 > l; for the matrix P to exist we need at least one point on the face of the ellipse for whch q < l.13
This will be the case if the minimum of q on the ellipse satisfies min(q) ~1 . This minimum if found to be (ii)
From min( TJ) Q 1 we conclude that (al,-a2,1d2m+1-det(A).
The choice leads to a Lyapunov function x'P,.
to (7) for a12u21 < 0, the proof is complete.
Since the condition "1 -det ( A ) > M -m " is equivalent Q.E.D.
Note that for this point 5 > q2 is met as well, since 5 > 1.
13
mean that overflow correction will ever increase the norm of x. Since a digital filter has a bounded state space, only a limited region of the state plane outside the unit square can actually be reached, i.e., be an image under the mapping of the unit square by the state-transition matrix A.
Those parts of the ellipse llxll= constant that are mapped beyond its perimeter (by the overflow characteristic) might never be reached at all. A good example is given by the direct-form filter with x , ( k + 1) = x l ( k ) : any point (xl, x2) with lx21 > 1 cannot be an image of an original inside the unit square.
In view of these observations a necessary condition for overflow stability can only be derived from a comprehensive analysis of the overflow behavior. Such an analysis would show a strong dependence on the choice of the matrix A and would probably not lead to a closed range of stability for the absolute difference (al, -a,,(. We can use the first of the above concepts, however, to relax the stability condition (8) even further.
In order to do so, ,we recall that there is a unique Lyapunov function x'P3 for which property (27) holds.
With the choice P = k , the norm Il.yII decreases by a factor /m with every state transition. As a result, we may allow an increase of llxll due to overflow correction by a factor less than do). In other w>rds, 6 may exceed the bound set by (38), i.e., t.rnin([,l)=t. If we can establish just how far 6 may exceed t , we will have found a new set of conditions for overflow stability, since Ja,, -a,,[ = 2m.G. Following the teasoning of Section 111, we consider the set 9f ellipses x'Px constant (with the usual assumption & < p, so Oi = 1 and p = M/m). The borderline case for the geometry of this set is shown in Fig. 4 for the overflow characteristic given by (39). This figure should be read as follows. The inner ellipse x'Px = K , contains the point Q = (1,l) whch has a mirror image R = (s,l) with respect to the line x1 = (1 + s)/2. The con_stant K , is equal to 1 -2G+ M / m . The outer ellipse x'Px = K , contains the original, denoted P, of Q under the mapping A , so A( P) = Q and K , = K,/(det( A ) ) .
